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ABSTRACT 
The theatre, an enigmatic world in which the actors can transform for a couple of hours the 
reality of the spectators in an astonishing universe. Anton Chekhov, Russian dramatist  is reveling his 
magical wings over the creation of the theatre with one of his plays, The Seagull. The time in his plays 
seems unbearable and it continues endlessly without novelty. One of the character from the theatre 
play The Seagull is Nina Zarecinaia and represents the single woman in this play that has the power to 
convert her life. The Chekhov’s character, Nina chose to live, love and suffer a manner to win wisdom 
and to find her way in life. She is more powerful that she thinks and is capable to endure her hard life 
without giving the possibility to come back to her old home. In this case, she is showing courage to 
take life as it is. Most important things about this character is that she comes back for a short period 
and penetrate the quiet space of the other characters, leaving behind at her leaving the appearance of 
death. Relying on the actions that Nina takes, we can find four elements of anthropology: empathizing, 
expression patterns, releasing the psychic energies and the art to detect and to avoid the unconscious 
traps. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Theatre is representing a magical institution where the world is handle by the actors that 
can revive the past stories. The image of theatre is designed as an illusion for our life and it 
can explain the effects of the phenomena over the spectators.  
When people are going to see a play at the theatre, it means that they want an escape 
from the reality and also to have a good and relaxing time far away from their life. But why 
do people need this?  
With this toxic world, we are affected by stress and others feelings. We learn from 
school some important ways to escape reality, but also to improve our knowledge: to read a 
book, to listen to a classical concert or to see a play. The last one can embrace the book and 
the music too. In the world of theatre, we can participate in a fantasy in which we are 
absorbed in.  
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2.  ANTHROPOLOGICAL INCIDENCE 
 
Anton Chekhov, a Russian dramatist presents in his play, The Seagull, a world of artists 
with their romance and conflicts. An interesting fact about this play is that the first production 
was a failure and only after 1898 became a triumph. 
The elements of anthropology exist in any theatre’s play. Empathizing, one of the 
elements of anthropology (Panea, 2001), is an important element in which the actors can 
understand their in a manner to give the best interpretation in the acts. For example, the 
character of Nina from The Seagull by Anton Chekhov is a daughter of a harsh landlord: 
”My father and his wife never will let me come here; they call this place Bohemia and 
are afraid I shall become an actress. But this lake attracts me as it does the gulls. My heart is 
full of you”  
and represents an attractive, dreamy and naive woman. The actress who plays Nina must have 
to understand her change through life, from the naive girl with many to an unsuccessful 
woman in love and career. Nina is in fact, the seagull, a bird that loves everything, the world, 
the universe, but someone comes and ruins her life.  
The glory that she dreams is just a mirage, like she will find out eventually:  
"I know now, I understand at last, Constantine, that for us, whether we write or act, it is 
not the honour and glory of which I have dreamt that is important, it is the strength to endure. 
One must know how to bear one’s cross, and one must have faith. I believe, and so do not 
suffer so much, and when I think of my calling I do not fear life."  
 Is it the effort for the actress to understand Nina? Not really. From the beginning, an 
actor must learn how to empathize with any types of people and to find what are their 
motivation to act this way. In this case, what determined Nina to become just a mediocre 
actress? Maybe she wasn’t a very talented artist or just maybe she didn’t have luck. The 
actress that plays Nina has to find what are her weakness and who’s fault is in failing in her 
life. Is it just her’s or somebody else?:  
”My life used to be as happy as a child’s; I used to wake singing in the morning; I loved 
you and dreamt of fame, and what is the reality? To-morrow morning early I must start for 
Eltz by train in a third-class carriage, with a lot of peasants, and at Eltz the educated trades-
people will pursue me with compliments. It is a rough life.” 
Another element of anthropology is represented by the expression patterns (Coman, 
2003; Mihăilescu, 2009; Panea, 2012; Panea, 2013). In this case, the actress has to identifiy 
the elements that distinguish Nina from the rest of the characters. The language of the 
emotions is universal and any actors can understand them. We can say that this is the 
advantage of the actors. The expression of patterns follows in the Seagull the difference 
between the love couple Treplev-Nina and Trigorin-Nina. In the first scenario, the love 
between Treplev and Nina is more like a childish love, full of dreams and hopes, just a pure 
love. The relationship advances, but Nina’s feelings are transformed and she is not anymore 
attracted to pure love, instead she follows faime and mediocre intelligence. 
The second part of the scenario is shown Nina falling in love with the writer Trigorin. 
That is the moment when Nina is changing from girl to woman. In this case, Trigorin 
symbolizes the fame and glory which she is looking for and he represents the perfect man for 
her to falling in love. Thus, Nina does not understand that fame is not as special as she is seen 
it:  
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”He is the idol of the public, the papers are full of him, his photograph is for sale 
everywhere, his works have been translated into many foreign languages, and yet he is 
overjoyed if he catches a couple of minnows. I always thought famous people were distant 
and proud; I thought they despised the common crowd which exalts riches and birth, and 
avenged themselves on it by dazzling it with the inextinguishable honour and glory of their 
fame.” 
The third element of anthropology is based on releasing the psychic energies. A theatre 
is more beneficial to the mental state of the actors than a visit to the psychologist (Craig, 
2014; Borowski, 2014; Gasderell, 2014). From this, it is resulting that the theatre is equal to 
psychoanalysis. For an actor, to create a character means to work with the unconscious and 
the director is the psychoanalyst. The director has to be identified the actor’s complex and to 
exceed the blockage. In the play, The Seagull, the actress who plays Nina has to find her 
resources from the unconscious and to send the desired energy to the public:  
”Why do you say that you have kissed the ground I walked on? You should kill me 
rather. [She bends over the table] I am so tired. If I could only rest — rest. [She raises her 
head] I am a sea-gull — no — no, I am an actress. [She hears Arkadina and Trigorin 
laughing in the distance, runs to the door on the left and looks through the keyhole] He is 
there too. [She goes back to Treplieff]... Then came all the cares of love, the continual anxiety 
about my little one, so that I soon grew trivial and spiritless, and played my parts without 
meaning. I never knew what to do with my hands, and I could not walk properly or control my 
voice. You cannot imagine the state of mind of one who knows as he goes through a play how 
terribly badly he is acting. I am a sea-gull — no — no, that is not what I meant to say. Do you 
remember how you shot a seagull once? A man chanced to pass that way and destroyed it out 
of idleness. That is an idea for a short story, but it is not what I meant to say.”  
A great play must have a cathartic effect on the every spectator from the audience. The 
character Nina and the actress whom is playing has become two souls in one body; 
annihilating the actress’s true self, the director can make the actress to become true Nina. 
The last anthropology element is representing the art to detect and to avoid the 
unconscious traps (Coman, 1999; Burghele, 2000; Hedeșan, 2000). In the world of the theatre, 
working with the unconscious is very dangerous to their mental state; it is possible to get lost 
and never find the way back to reality. If an actor is reveling different types of personalities, it 
could mean to lose his own self. This happened with many actors that applied the 
Stanislavski’s method (to live the emotion, not to interpret it) and went out of their mind. 
In Chekhov’s Seagull, Nina is showen as a woman who have failed in her love, she 
didn’t formed a family and didn’t have succes in career. In the end of the play, Nina is 
revealing that she is like the seagull, loves the life, but the life does not love her. The love for 
Trigorin is growing in the last act, but she understands that it is not possible. In the final 
scene, Nina becomes a wise woman after she accepts the life as it is:  
” Hush! I must go. Good-bye. When I have become a famous actress you must come and 
see me. Will you promise to come? But now — [She takes his hand] it is late. I can hardly 
stand... No, no — and don’t come out, I can find the way alone. My carriage is not far away. 
So she brought him back with her? However, what difference can that make to me? Don’t tell 
Trigorin anything when you see him. I love him — I love him even more than I used to. It is an 
idea for a short story. I love him — I love him passionately — I love him to despair. Have you 
forgotten, Constantine, how pleasant the old times were? What a gay, bright, gentle, pure life 
we led? How a feeling as sweet and tender as a flower blossomed in our hearts?” 
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3.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
Anton Chekhov presents his play as a way to perceive the reality and implement on the 
stage the feeling of the actors on the public. The character Nina is the result of the attitude that 
is designed to persuade the emotions over the audience, she has a dominant feature in the 
scene in which she appears. As an example of his work, Chekhov wrote: ”After all, in real 
life, people don’t spend every moment in shooting one another, hanging themselves, or 
making declarations of love. They do not spend all their time saying clever things. They are 
more occupied with eating, drinking, flirting, and saying stupidies. These are the things which 
ought to be shown on the stage. A play should be written in which people arrive, depart, have 
dinner, talk about the weather, and play cards. Life must be exactly as it is and people as they 
are...Let everything on the stage be just as complicated, and at the same time just as simple, as 
in life. People eat their dinner, just eat their dinner, and all the time their happiness is taking 
form, or their lives are being destroyed.” 
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